
Kim Kardashian Says She and
Kanye West Will ‘Always Be in
the Honeymoon Phase’

By Sanetra Richards

The flame will never die! Newlyweds Kim Kardashian and Kanye
West are on cloud nine and are not coming down anytime soon.
According to UsMagazine.com, the 33-year-old reality star had
hearts in her eyes as she attended the MailOnline yacht party
at the Cannes Lions Festival on Wednesday, June 18th: “I feel
as though we’ll always be in the honeymoon period,” she told
MailOnline. “I try to treat him like it’s his birthday every
single day. I think we’ll always be like that.” Despite their
frequent  long  distance  trips,  Mrs.  West  credited  talking
constantly as their tool to remaining a happy couple. “We
always try to make life as fun and enjoyable as possible,” she
continued. “We do travel, and work really hard, when we’re
together – and even when we’re apart, we’re always on the
phone 24/7 – just trying to make that time as memorable as
possible.”

What  are  some  ways  to  keep  the  spark  alive  in  your
relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

Losing that feeling you once had when you looked at your
partner? Of course after being together for x amount of time,
things begin to change. However, this does not mean they have
to change for the worse. In fact, your relationship should be
getting better over time. The butterflies should not fly away
and that cheesy smile should not turn into a frown. But how do
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you exactly keep it all of this going when you have been with
someone for so long? Cupid has some tips to help keep your
relationship flame well-lit:

1. Reenact the first date: Remember that exciting moment when
you were about to go on your first date with your  significant
other? You probably could not stop grinning and gushing about
it afterwards. Well, you now have an opportunity to have that
special day/night all over again! Turn one of your now regular
dates into the moment you both really met.

Related: Kim Kardashian and Kanye West Have a ‘Fun and Busy’
Wedding

2. Have goofy conversations: No matter how much your partner
may think they know about you (and vice versa), there is
always something slightly embarrassing or funny that they do
not know. Have a night of sharing silly stories and secrets.
Maybe tell them about the time you actually ate a mud pie (for
example, of course).

Related: Find Out How Kanye West Proposed to Kim Kardashian

3.  Be  cool:  You  are  probably  wondering  what  that  exactly
means. It means . . . do not be the fun police.  If your
partner wants to watch their all-time favorite movie with you,
go along with it. If they want to go to a sporting event with
you, go along with it. Although the words may not verbally
come out, the message is clear as day – he or she wants to
spend time with you, no matter what the activity may be.
Remember, just go along with it!

How do you keep the spark in your relationship going? Share
your thoughts below. 
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